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Music & Letters,Vol. 84 No. 2, May 2003. ? Oxford UniversityPress

'A PRESENT FOR THE LADIES':
OVID, MONTAIGNE, AND THE REDEMPTION OF
PURCELL'S DIDO
BY WENDYHF.ELTTE.R

I
In 1692,the extraordinarilyprolificNahum Tate, authorof the text to Purcell'sDidoand
Aeneasand favouritewhipping-boyfor librettocritics,published a shortbook entitledA
Presentfor the Ladies, Being an HistoricalAccountof SeveralIllustriousPersonsof the Female

Sex.A second edition dedicatedto the Countess of Radnorwas published in 1693after
Tate's appointment as Poet Laureate(see PI. 1).' That this slim volume should have
escaped the notice of the few devotees of minor Restorationwritersor Purcelliansin
pursuit of grist for the ever-popularDido mill is not surprising.This book has little in
common with the other writingsthat earned Tate such notorietyin his own day and
contempt among some critics:the adaptationof KingLear(in which Cordeliasurvives),
Havenand
the metricalversionof the Psalmsof David,originalplays including Cuckold's
the pseudo-VirgilianBrutusof Alba, or even such curiosities as the poetic history of
or Tate's countryman
syphilis.2In the grandtraditionof Boccaccio'sDe clarismulieribus
Geoffrey Chaucer's The Legend of Good Women,A Presentfor the Ladies is a somewhat

belated pro-female contribution to the debate on the nature of women that had
flourishedthroughoutthe Renaissanceboth in England and on the Continent.3
Notably, the authors of such treatises were rarely motivated by the desire for
profoundsocietal changes. Even the most blatantlypositivewriterstended to reinforce,
ratherthan to challenge, early modern standardsfor female virtue;typically,they used
admirable female exemplato illustrate those rare instances in which 'exceptional'
Earlierversions of this essay were read at the symposium 'A Mirror for the Monarchs' at StanfordUniversity, and
colloquia at Cornell Universityand the Universityof Pennsylvania.I am gratefulto Heather Hadlock for organizing
the symposiumthat inspiredthis essay. I am also gratefulto Michael Burden for editing a marvellousbook on Dido (A
to theDidoMyth(London, 1998)) which has influenced my thinking about Dido in countless
WomanScorn'd:Responses
ways, as evident in the numerous citationsbelow. I should like to thank Laurie Blunsom and Maria Purciellofor their
comments on early drafts, and the readers for Music & Letters(Andrew Pinnock and an anonymous reader) whose
generous and perceptivecomments improvedthis essay considerably.
' Nahum Tate, A Present
for theLadies:Beingan HistoricalVindication
of theFemaleSex to whichis Added,the Character
of
an Accomplish'd
Virgin,Wife,and Widow,in Verse(London, 1693).All citationsbelow are taken from the 1693 edition in
the Houghton Libraryat HarvardUniversity.
2 See William Shakespeare, The Historyof King Lear.Actedat the Duke's Theatre.Revisedwith alterations
byN. Tate
Lovers(London, 1678);A New Version
of thePsalmsof Davidfittedto tunes
(London, 1681);BrutusofAlba,or, TheEnchanted
usedin churches
andnow
(London, 1704);Syphilis,orA PoeticalHistoryof theFrenchDisease,writtenin LatinbyFracastorius
or,An Aldermanno conjurer
in EnglishbyN. Tate(London, 1686); Cuckold's-haven,
(London, 1685).
attempted
3 On the writingsin the debate about women, see PamelaJoseph Benson, TheInventionof theRenaissance
Woman:The
and Thoughtof ItalyandEngland(UniversityPark,Pa., 1992);Constance
in theLiterature
of FemaleIndependence
Challenge
for the
Feminism:LiteraryTextsandPoliticalModels(Ithaca, NY, 1990);see also Ruth Kelso, Doctrine
Jordan, Renaissance
(Urbana, Ill., 1956). On the 'exceptionalwoman' in Venetian opera, see Wendy Heller, 'The
Ladyof the Renaissance
OperaJournal,5 (1993),93-114, and Emblemsof
Queen as King: RefashioningSemiramideforSeicentoVenice', Cambridge
Venice(Universityof CaliforniaPress, forthcoming).
Eloquence:
Operaand Women'sVoicesin Seventeenth-Century
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1. Title page of Nahum Tate, A Presentfor the Ladies, 2nd edn. (London, 1693). By
permission of the Houghton Library,HarvardUniversity
PL.
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women transcended the usual expectations of sex and gender.4 Nonetheless, from the
pens of creative authors, the writings in praise or disdain of women could become
richly nuanced variations on familiar themes. For well-read humanists such as Nahum
Tate, the debate about women provided ample opportunity to demonstrate one's
erudition, breadth of knowledge, and familiarity with a vast range of ancient and
modern sources, or to prove one's skill in logic and rhetoric. Originality did not
necessarily result from style or method, sources, or choice of examples, but rather
from the affect of the entire compilation, the intricacies of the individual arguments,
and the tone adopted by the author.
On the surface, Tate's approach is conventional both in terms of organization and of
choice of exempla.Following an introductory preface, he deals with specific female virtues
as embodied in the lives and deeds of dozens of historical and mythological women. Like
writers on both sides of the debate, he begins the monograph with a discussion of Eve
and the Garden of Eden; he then praises the virtues of other biblical heroines (such as
Abigail, Esther, Judith, and the daughter of Job), and considers a series of ancient and
modern women known for their wisdom (Adesia of Alexandria, Nicostrata, Aspasia,
Zenobia), charity and generosity (such as Queen Isabella5 and Frances Cezely, the Lady
de Barry6),chastity, conjugal affection and piety towards husbands (Lucretia, Penelope,
Artemisia, and Alcestis). Finally, he concludes with those women who exemplify virtues
usually associated with men: fortitude, skill in battle, or good services to their country
(Artemisia, Semiramis, Zenobia, and Queen Elizabeth.)
There are, nevertheless, some highly original features of Tate's contribution to this
fertile genre. For example, he omits the usual pro-female defence of Eve's encounter
with the serpent; rather than blaming Adam or trying to prove Eve's lack of
culpability, he tells us that Eve 'carries in her looks an Air of Paradise'. 'If', Tate
writes, 'she occasion'd the Expulsion of the Man from his happy Seat, she brought all
the Beauty of Eden to her person. We find Adam complaining of Paradise without his
Eve, but never after Exile, of his Eve without Paradise.'7 Tate explains his philosophy
in the preface, taking the blame for the sins of his sex in a quasi-courtly manner:
'Tis a sort of Knight-Errantryto draw a Pen in Defence of the Female Sex, and taken for a kind
of Challenge by most of Ours. We have with such confidence laid claim to all the nobler
Faculties, that the World is half perswadedwe have Right for the Pretence. Some few amongst
us have generously expos'd the Cheat, and with the fortune of all Reformersbeen accounted
Hereticks to Mankind for their pains. Yet such I have ventur'dto Copy in this little Treatise,
and thought it no Sacriledgein the Ladies defence to take down from their own Temple the
consecratedWeapons of their formerChampions. . .
4 Benson, TheInventionof theRenaissanceWoman,3-4.
5 IsabellaClaraEugenia
(1566-1633), the Spanish Infanta,daughterof King Philip II of Spain and ElizabethValois,
was the wife of AlbertArchdukeof Austria.Isabellaand Albert ruled over the Spanish Netherlands.Afterthe death of
Albert in 1621, when the Low Countries reverted to Spanish control, she became governor of this region for her
nephew, King Philip IV, until her death.
6
Tate (Present,27-9) providesa lengthydiscussionof the heroic deeds and wordsof Francoisede Cezelli (1558-1614).
Cezelli was the wife ofJean-AntoineBourcierde Barry,who, under Henry IV, was the governorof Leucate, a small city
in the south-east corner of the Languedoc region. When De Barry was taken prisoner by the Spanish and held in
Narbonne, Cezelli went to Leucate to rule in her husband's absence (having learnt of his fate, as Tate describes, by
means of a 'fewwordswrittenwith a Coal upon his Handkerchief).Afterthe Spanishthreatenedto kill her husband, she
refusedto hand overthe city, proclaimingthat her 'firstand highestAffectionswere to her King and Country'.While she
'loved her Husband entirely'and would give even her own blood if he were to be sold 'innocentlyand lawful Ransom',
she would 'neverviolate her Trust, nor barteron a Single Point of her Conscience'(p. 29). Her husband was killed and
his body sent to her in Leucate; nonetheless, she urged her son Hercules and his troops to follow the example of her
husband and not seek vengeance. Commended for her courage and strengthby Henry IV, she ruled Leucate until her
death. See 'Cezelli', Biographie
universelle
ancienneet modeme,new edn., ed. M. Michaud (Paris, 1884),vii. 375.
7 Tate, Present,3.
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'Tis the hard Fortuneof Ladies to create Enemies by their Repulses, and to become subjects
of slander, because they will not be guilty. The few Examples, cited in this Treatise, (out of
infinite numbers in History) sufficientlyjustifie their vertuous Accomplishmentsand Qualifications upon all accounts. And even the Imperfectionswe charge upon them will be found in
greatermeasure to lye at our own doors.8
Tate graciously acknowledges his debt to previous writers-'the consecrated
then provides a sample of his
Weapons of [women's] former champions'-and
methods: he defends the female sex against the oft-repeated charge of inconstancy
levelled, most famously, at Dido by Mercury in Virgil's Aeneid (4. 560-70):
We tax them with Inconstancy,whereas they are seldom or never seen to change, withoutjust
grounds, when they have once condescended to dispose of their Hearts. Which is so far from
being reputed a Crime in our selves, that it is almost scandalous for a Man to be thought a
Constant Lover.
Neither is this wholly to be imputed to the Degeneracyof the presentcorruptedAge, since it
was practis'd by several Men of the first Rank, in former times: for was not Theseusas
inconstant to Ariadne,as the effeminateParisto Oenone?Was it not Ingratitudeof Heroes that
more than half furnisht Ovidwith Subjects for his Epistles?9
Tate's authority is none other than the first-century Roman poet Ovid (Publius
Ovidius Naso), and he refers in particular to Ovid's Epistlesor Heroides-the collections
of imagined letters penned by a series of abandoned heroines to their fleeing lovers,
including such well-known operatic women as Medea, Ariadne, Penelope, and-of
course-Dido."? Tate's mention of Ovid should come as no surprise; his worksincluding the Epistles-were certainly well known in seventeenth-century England and
readily available in translation."1 Yet interpreters of Dido and Aeneas have been so
focused on Tate's reading of Virgil that they have failed to take into account his
lifelong interest in Ovid: he made substantial contributions to John Dryden's editions
of the Epistles, The Art of Love, and The Remedy of Love, and himself edited the
Metamorphoses.'2
For our purposes, however, what is even more intriguing is the way in which Tate
believed the testimony of Ovid's abandoned women. Let us consider his highly
original discussion of Ariadne and Medea, whose volatile laments and curses had
inspired Virgil's portrayal of Dido in Book 4 of the Aeneid:"3'When Theseuswas in the
Labyrinth', Tate notes,
exposed to the Minotaur,who contrived him the means of Escape, but Ariadne?without the
Clue which she gave him, his Strength and Courage could have stood him in little stead;
neither could he ever have unwinded himself off from these Mazes. What could the Prudence
of the Ancients mean by this Labyrinth,but the Intricacyof Affairs?The Clue is an Emblem of
8

Tate, Present,preface, sig. A2~.
9 Ibid.,
sig. AT2-A3.
o W. S. Anderson, "'The Heroides"', in Ovid,ed. J . W. Binns (Boston, 1973); HowardJacobsen, Ovid'sHeroides
(Princeton, 1974).
For example, see The HeroycallEpistlesof the LearnedPoet PubliusOvidusNaso Set Out and Translatedby George
t
Tubervile... (London, 1567); Ovid'sHeroicalEpistlesEnglishedby W.S. (London, 1636), published in several editions
throughout the 17th c. Tate and his colleagues would very likely also have been familiarwith Alexander Radcliffe's
parody on five of the Heroides,OvidiusExulans,or, OvidTravestie(London, 1673), including a marvellousburlesque of
Dido's letter to Aeneas.
12 Ovid'sMetamorphosis
TranslatedbySeveralHandsand EditedbyNV.Tate(London, 1697); Ovid'sEpistlesTranslated
by
intoEnglishVersebySeveral
SeveralHands(London, 1680);Ovid's Artof LoveTogetherwith his Remedyof Love,Translated
EminentHands(London, 1709). Dryden's translation of The Art of Lovewas completed by William Congreve; The
Remedyof Lovewas translatedby Nahum Tate.
13 See below, n. 35.
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Wisdom, and Ariadnerepresentsthe Judicious of her Sex, who Rescue Men in Extremity,from
which they could never deliver themselves.4
His defence of Medea is even more unusual. Unlike most commentators, Tate does
not dwell on the death of Medea's brother or her murder of her own children. Instead,
he tells us about her intelligence and skills:
When Jasonwas given over as a Prey to the Fire-breathingBulls that guardedthe GoldenFleece;
was it not Medeathat Charm'dthem, and freed a Passagefor her Heroeto carryaway that Prize,
which no body durst undertake? By the Bull they understood the Perils that commonly
intercept the Access to our Desires; by the Fleece,our Designs and Pretensions; by Medea,
ingenious Women that can charm Dangers, and have no other Spell but their own Discretion,
to deliver those that like Jason, have more Boldness than Dexterity, and are better at
Undertakingthan Finding the proper means of Accomplishing their Wishes.15
Here Tate certainly goes well beyond requirements of chivalry by suggesting that
for witchcraft and cruelty-relied entirely on discretion and
Medea-renowned
dexterity to accomplish her desires.
While Ovid may have provided him with a wealth of women who spoke eloquently
on their own behalf, Tate concludes his preface by crediting another author for his
approach and methodology: 'Lastly, In Defence both of this Undertaking and the
Method pursu'd in the following treatise, I have followed as well as I could the
Direction of Montaigne in his Essays, in his Chapter of Three Illustrious Examples of
Female Vertue."6 He then quotes a contemporary translation of Montaigne nearly
verbatim:
Theseare(saysHe) myThree Stories,whichIfind asDivertive
andTragickas anyofthosewemakeofour
toentertain
ownHeads, wherewith
thePeople.I wonderthattheywhoareaddicted
tosuchRelations,donot
rathercullouttenthousandveryfine Stories,whichareto befoundin verygoodAuthors, thatwouldsave
themthetrouble
of Inventing,butbemoreusefulanddiverting.He thatwouldmakea Collectionof them
wouldneedtoaddnothingof hisown,buttheConnexion only,as it weretheSoddorof another
Metal. . .17
Tate goes on to claim that he is doing nothing more than following Montaigne's
recipe, compiling a collection of stories that are, in best Baroque fashion, 'both useful
and diverting'. But a closer look at Montaigne's essay entitled 'Of three good women'
gives us further insight as to Tate's agenda."8Montaigne's women are to be praised for
their fulfilment of the 'Duties of Marriage', not merely by being good wives while their
husbands were alive, but through the expression of 'goodness and affection' after their
husbands' deaths.19 He describes the appropriate widow's lament as follows:
If there be any Honour in lamenting a Husband, it only appertainsto those who smil'd upon
them whilst they had them, let those who wept during their Lives laugh at their Deaths, as well
outwardlyas within. Moreover,never regardthose blubber'd Eyes, and that pittifulVoice; but
considerher Deportments,her Complexion, and the plumpness of her Cheecks under all those
formal Veils; 'tis there the discoveryis to be made. There are few who do not mend upon't,
and Health is a quality that cannot lye; that starch'dand ceremoniousCountenancelooks not
so much back as forward,and is ratherintended to get a new one than to lament the old.20
14
15
16

Tate, Present,20.
Ibid. 20-1.
Ibid., preface, sig. A6v.

17

Ibid. sig. A7r. Tate probably used the edition entitled Essaysof Michael,seigneurde Montaignein threebooks,with
into Englishby Charles
MarginalNotesand Quotations
of the citedAuthors,and an Accountof theAuthor'sLife, new rendered
Cotton,Esq (London, 1685), Book II, 666.
18 Ibid.
656-68.

19Ibid. 657.
Ibid.

20
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With no small amount of dramatic embellishment, Montaigne then recounts the
stories of three Roman women who committed suicide with or on behalf of their
husbands. First, he cites a story told by Pliny the Younger concerning a neighbour
who suffered from incurable ulcers on his private parts. His wife, seeing that there was
no possibility of relief, advised him to 'be his own best Physician' and commit suicide,
a choice embraced by the husband with little enthusiasm. Tate's description of the
wife's response paraphrases Montaigne closely:
Do not think(said she) thatthe Torments
I see theeendure,arenotas sensibleto meas to thyself, and
thatto delivermyselffromthem,I will not makeuseof thesameRemedyI haveprescribed
to thee:I will
theein the Cure,as I havedonein sharingall thyPain; Fearnothing(myDear)but believe
accompany
that we shall havePleasurein this Passagethat will free us from Misery,and we mustcertainlygo
happily,going together.Having thus spoken, and rouzed up the Courage of her Husband, she
resolved that they should cast themselves headlong into the Sea, from a Precipice that hung
over it; And that she might maintain to the last that vehement Affectionwherewith she had
Embraced him during his Life, she would have him die in her Arms; and lest they should
break their Hold in the Fall, she ty'd her self to him with her Girdle: In this manner she
plung'd down with him, having no other fear upon her in this Adventure, but of being
separatedfrom him in her last Gasp.21
A second, lengthier tale concerns Arria, the wife of the Roman consul Cecinna
Paetus who had been taken prisoner by the emperor Claudius. After repeatedly
expressing a wish to die with her husband, Arria even hired a fishing boat to join
him on the prison boat. Thinking it would be more honourable for him to die by
his own hand rather than the 'Common Executioner', as Tate records, she
'persuaded him to a Roman Resolution': 'perceiving him to be somewhat Daunted,
and deliberating betwixt Resolution and Fear, she snatcht up a Sword, which she
immediately plung'd into her own Bosom, from whence plucking it forth again, she
presented it to him with these few last words, Paete non dolet. [Paetus, it doesn't
hurt] . ...22
What impressed both Tate and Montaigne was the fact that Arria's courage
surpassed that of her husband. Tate remarks how Paetus preserved his 'Roman
dignity' through the efforts of his wife rather than his own, and Montaigne emphasizes
how Paetus should be ashamed 'to have stood in need of so dear and precious an
Example'.23

Montaigne's final anecdote describes the fate of the most admired of all female
exempla.Tate recounts this as follows:

Tate, Present,55-6, based on Montaigne, Essays,658.
Tate, Present,53-4, based on Montaigne, Essays,661. At the conclusion, the Montaigne translationcites Martial,
Epigrams1.14 (in both Latin and the vernacular),which expands Arria'sfinal remarks:'When Arria gave the reeking
brand / That had new goar'd her heart to Petus's hand. / Petus,the wound I've made hurts not, quoth she, / But the
wound thou wilt make, 'tis that hurts me.' See Present,53-4, for Tate's paraphraseof the same passage. Pliny the
Younger (Ep. 3. 16) recountsthe storyof Arriasomewhatdifferently.Apparentlyboth Caecina Paetus and his son were
ill. Afterthe son passed away, Arriakept the news from her husband, attended the funeralalone, and would leave her
husband's sickbed whenever she felt overwhelmedby tears. Pliny describes this as follows: 'Her weeping over, she
dried her eyes, composed her face, and returned as if she had left the loss of her child outside the room. It was a
glorious deed, I know, to draw a dagger, plunge it into her breast, pull it out, and hand it to her husband with the
immortalwords: "It does not hurt, Paetus". But on that well-knownoccasion she had fame and immortalitybeforeher
eyes. It was surely even more heroic when she had no hope of any such reward,to stifle her tears, hide her grief, and
continue to act the mother after she had lost her son.' The Lettersof the YoungerPliny, trans. Betty Radice
(Harmondsworth,1963), 102.
23Tate, Present,54; Montaigne, Essays,662.
21
22
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Whither should we repair for an Example [of] Stoical Constancy but to the Wife of Seneca?
Who without any Commotion of Spirit,caused her own Veins to be open'd as soon as she saw
the Sentence against her Husband put in Execution: Whilst he bled, she likewise bleeding
heard his dying Lectures, Her self moralizing at the same time with a silent and unalter'd
Countenance. He had long been Professor of the Vertue he now put in practice; He was
become decay'd in Strengthand stooping with Age; She as yet in the Bloom of her Beauty, of
flourishingHealth and of Youth, to enjoy the vast Fortune he would have left her, a Fortune
almost as large as that of the Empire itself. Surely this great Master who preach'd up the
Steady Contempt of WorldlyGoods, had never a more resolute or better Disciple than his own
PompeiaPaulina.24
Notably, whereas Tate emphasizes Paulina's unselfishness, Montaigne provides us
with more details as to how Seneca begged to be taken from his wife so that she would
not need to see him suffer. But Nero, fearing that he would also be blamed for
Paulina's death, arranged for her wounds to be bound up when she was already 'halfdead and without all manner of Sence'. Thus, Montaigne tells us, Paulina lived on
after the death of her husband with appropriate ill health: 'contrary to her own
design', honourably and with virtue, 'her pale Complexion ever after manifesting how
much Life was run from her Veins'.25
By this time, it is apparent that neither Tate nor Montaigne mentions the one
female suicide in which Purcellians are most interested. Despite the dozens of
women from Greek and Roman sources cited in Tate's eloquent defence of the
female sex, Dido, Queen of Carthage is conspicuous by her absence. Surely, this
would appear to be a curious-and
frustrating-oversight. Dido, after all, is
included among most collections of heroines: she is among Ovid's, Boccaccio's,
and Chaucer's chosen women, and she usually appears as a witness either for the
defence or the prosecution in most indictments of the female sex.26 It cannot be
solely because of her sins; Tate, we recall, was eager to champion Medea and
Ariadne, even defending Medea from charges of witchcraft and cruelty. Moreover,
not only does he mention other Ovidian heroines, but he also even includes an
extended discussion from Book VII of Virgil's Aeneid, praising the virago Camilla for
her manly skills. Indeed, it would appear that Tate's book provides no answers to
the dozens of Dido dilemmas that have plagued students of this noble opera in
recent years. Did Tate intend his libretto to be understood as a political allegory, as
John Buttrey, Curtis Price, and Andrew Walkling have at various times proposed?27
Or, as Ellen Harris suggested, is it a tragic morality play for the schoolgirls,
adjusted to conform to Aristotelian principles?28 Perhaps Tate's book was also
intended as a 'gift' for young schoolgirls, and we might presume this book would
shed light on what has been a most vexing question: whether the work was written
for court or for the seemingly ephemeral student production at Josias Priest's
Tate, Present,41-2.
Montaigne, Essays, 665.
GeoffreyChaucer, TheLegendof GoodWomen,trans.Ann McMillan (Houston, 1987);GiovanniBoccaccio,Famous
Women,ed. and trans. VirginiaBrown (Cambridge,Mass., 2001).
27John Buttrey,
'Dating Purcell's Dido andAeneas' Proceedings
of the RoyalMusicalAssociation,94 (1967-8), 51-62;
CurtisA. Price, HenryPurcellandtheLondonStage(Cambridge,1984), 245-62; Andrew R. Walkling, 'PoliticalAllegory
in Purcell's "Dido and Aeneas"', Music & Letters,76 (1995), 540-71. For a thoughtful considerationof the issues
concerning political allegory in late 17th-c. works and Dido andAeneasin particular,see Walkling, 'Performanceand
PoliticalAllegoryin RestorationEngland:What to Interpretand When', in Michael Burden (ed.), Performing
theMusic
of HenryPurcell(Oxford, 1996), 163-79.
28 Ellen Harris,
HenryPurcell'sDido and Aeneas(Oxford, 1986), 18-33. She rejects the various political allegorical
readings offered by Buttrey and Price (pp. 18-33), noting that they would have been 'offensiveand disturbing to
seventeenth-centuryaudiences' (p. 19).
24

25

26
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school.29 We might also wonder if Tate's consideration of other historical or
mythological women might tell us something about the oft-noted peculiarities of
plot and characterin the opera-his addition of the sorceressand the false Mercury,
the exploration of Dido's subjectivity, and the minimal attention to Aeneas.30Or
perhaps we are simply left to conclude that Dido and Aeneasis a great opera that
transcends the unfortunate efforts of a mediocre librettist who misunderstood or
misread the Aeneid and turned its hero, as Kerman famously quipped, into a
'booby'.31

Tate's little book cannot answer all these questions. Nevertheless,I suggest that A
Presentfor the Ladieshas a good deal to tell us about the admittedly unconventional
representationof Dido in Purcell's opera and perhaps even something about her
famous lament. I propose that by 1692 Nahum Tate had no need to include Dido in A
Present
for theLadiesbecause he had alreadyamply defended her in the opera Didoand
Aeneas,adorningher with far more eloquent praisethan she might have garneredfrom
a passing referencein this admittedlyminor publication.That is not say that he finds
her blameless-Tate, like so many others, grappleswith Dido's ambiguous claims for
virtueand experiencewith vice. Rather,the importanceof A Present
for theLadieslies in
what Tate has to tell us about notions of femininity, about his knowledge of and
experience with ancient sources, and about contemporarynotions of female virtue.
What Tate performsin the libretto of Dido and Aeneasis nothing less than a highly
sophisticatedact of Ovidian reception that also accommodates his apparent admiration for Montaigne. Tate reminds us that Dido and her sisters had an existence
outside the confines of Restoration theatre and the specific politics of seventeenthcentury England. In so doing, he provides us with some clues to the very special
variationof myth transmittedby Purcell'sopera, in which Carthageactuallytriumphs
over Rome, and Dido-along with her extraordinarylament-reigns supreme in the
pedagogical canon of music history.
II
If indeed Tate's and Purcell's opera can be read and heard as a defence of Dido, the
question remains precisely against what they might be defending her. English
audiences were certainly most familiarwith the portrayalof Dido in Book IV of the
Aeneid,which-as numerous commentatorshave noted-differs from Tate's librettoin
some crucial respects.32The basic outline of Virgil's tale can be summarized as
follows:Dido, an Africanqueen from the city of Tyre, was left a widow afterthe cruel
murder of her husband Sychaeus by her brotherPygmalion. Under the protectionof
the goddess Juno, Dido flees her homeland and becomes the founder, builder, and
29 Wood and
Pinnock, '"Unscarr'd by Turning Times"? The Dating of Purcell's Dido andAeneas',EarlyMusic,20
'
(1992), 372-90; Walkling, "The Dating of Purcell'sDidoandAeneas"?A Reply to Bruce Wood and Andrew Pinnock',
'
EarlyMusic, 22 (1994), 469-81; Wood and Pinnock, "Singin' in the Rain": Yet More on Dating Dido', EarlyMusic, 22
'"Not
at
and
Known
This Address":More on the Dating of Purcell'sDidoandAeneas'
Wood
365-7;
Pinnock,
(1994),
EarlyMusic,23 (1995), 188-9.
30 For an intriguingexplorationof Dido's subjectivityand of lesbian identity, see Judith Peraino, 'I Am an Opera:
Identifyingwith Henry Purcell'sDidoandAeneas' in Corine E. Blackmerand PatriciaJuliana Smith (eds.), En Travesti:
Women,GenderSubversion,
Opera(New York, 1995), 99-131.
31 Joseph Kerman, Operaas Drama(rev. edn., Berkeley, 1988), 115.
32
Roger Savage ('ProducingDido and Aeneas: An Investigationinto Sixteen Problems', in Michael Burden (ed.),
ThePurcellCompanion
(London, 1995),445-68) puts this succinctlywhen he warns us not to 'rap Purcell and Tate over
the knuckles for "getting Virgil wrong"' (p. 451): 'Certainlyany intelligent member of the audience at the premiere
would have seen Dido and Aeneasas a creativeinterpretation,a reworkingof episodes in the Aeneid,not as a simple,
straightforwardsetting of Virgil' (ibid.).
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ruler of Carthage. Her problems begin with the arrivalof the Trojans at Carthage.
Followingthe defeat of Troy at the hands of the Greeks,Aeneas-son of Venus,Juno's
enemy-sets out on a divine mission to establish a new kingdom on the Italian
peninsula, and arrives in Carthage after a storm incited by Juno. Through the
interferenceof Venus (suspicious of Juno's protection of Carthage),Dido is inflamed
with love for Aeneas; they consummate their love during a storm conjured by the
gods. When Jove eventuallylearns of Aeneas's dalliancewith Dido, he sends Mercury
to Carthage in order to compel the Trojan hero to continue on his appointed task.
Dido reacts to his departure with lamentation and black magic: she concocts an
unholy funeralpyre, the ostensible purpose of which is to rid herself of Aeneas's love.
Finally, in an act of mad desperation-with a vengeful curse aimed at Aeneas and his
descendants-she stabs herself to death with Aeneas's knife. After her death, Aeneas
goes on to fulfil his destiny and establish the new nation on the Italian peninsula,
although the consequences of Dido's curse will be felt for generationsto come.
The Aeneidwas written during the early years of Augustus' reign (29-19 BC), in the
aftermathof the defeat and death of Mark Antony and Cleopatra.In part because of
Virgil's connection with Augustus in the early years of the Roman empire, the Aeneid
has been the object of a broad range of interpretativestrategies,many of which focus
on the extent of his endorsement of or challenge to the Augustan imperial
programme.33On the one hand, the construction of Virgil's Dido owes much to
Greek epics, although the Dido episode is invested with specifically Roman ideals
concerning the importanceof public duty over privatepassion.34In this 'recasting'of
Homer, the sensuality and pleasure that were identified with Greek culture were
realigned to serve Roman ideals of honour and duty. Thus, unlike Odysseus, who
spends years with the seductive Calypso, sobbing by day but enjoying her bed by
night, Aeneas, designed by Virgil as a superiormodel of moral strength,is permitted
but a brief stay with Dido, and little in the way of actual pleasure. All this has a
profound impact on the constructionof Dido herself. She and her kingdom must be
made sufficiently appealing to distract Aeneas from his appointed task (and sufficiently desirable so that his departurewill appear as a genuine sacrificeand mark of
superior virtue). At the same time, Virgil was also compelled to demonstrateDido's
danger and volatility,and ultimatelyto align her with foreigninfluencesthat might be
distressing to Roman sensibilities. While Homer's Calypso was the model for an
alluring, distracting, albeit inappropriateobject of desire, it was from two other
abandoned heroines of myth and history, Ariadne and Medea, that Virgil borrowed
Dido's volatility,black magic, and fatal cursing in her lament thatjustified Mercury's
This is an integralpart of the way in which
warnings and Aeneas's rapid departure.35
Virgil preservesAeneas's heroism after having constructedwhat might have been a
too-alluringtemptation. Aeneas may be guilty of faithlessnessin love; but it is Dido
whose hysterical and dangerous behaviour justifies his departure, and inspires
Mercury'sfamous condemnation of female inconstancy.
Yet while black magic and cursingmight have been enough to warn Roman readers
33 See e.g. Michael Putnam,
and Influence(Chapel Hill, NC, 1995); Philip R. Hardie,
Virgil'sAeneid:Interpretation
Virgil's'Aeneid'.CosmosandImperium
(Oxford, 1986).For a succinct discussionof the issue, with ample bibliography,see
ChristinePerkell(ed.), ReadingVirgil'sAeneid:An Interpretive
Guide(Norman, Okla., 1999),editor's introduction,3-28.
34 See Richard C. Monti, TheDido EpisodeandtheAeneid:RomanSocialandPoliticalValuesin the
Epic(Leiden, 1981);
also Perkell, ReadingVirgil'sAeneid,7-10.
35 In addition to the portrayals
by Ovid, Ariadne was also well known in the early modem period from Catullus,
Carmina,64; importantsources on Medea include the tragic plays by Euripidesand Seneca, in addition to Apollonius'
On Dido's relationshipwith Medea and Ariadne, see Monti, TheDido Episode,50-9.
Argonautica.
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about the dangers of Eastern seductresses, Virgil's choice of Dido as Aeneas's lover in
Book IV of the Aeneid opened up yet another, more subtle avenue of blame for the
Carthaginian queen: the charge of infidelity to her deceased husband Sychaeus. In
constructing the Aeneid,Virgil borrowed a legend concerning a very different Dido, the
so-called 'historical', pre-Virgilian Dido, widow of Sychaeus and ruler of Carthage.
The 'chaste' Dido committed suicide rather than stain her widowhood through
marriage to the persistent suitor larbas, warrior king of neighbouring Gaetulia. All
this took place long before Aeneas arrived in Carthage. Virgil's anachronism in
contriving the meeting between Dido and Aeneas was reported by both the Roman
writers Justinus and Macrobius, and was also rediscovered by Petrarch and Boccaccio.
The latter's De claris mulieribus,for example, follows the history reported by Justinus,
as does Petrarch's Trionfi. Dido's decision to commit suicide rather than marry is an
act appropriate to her roles as widow and queen. She must preserve her chastity
because of both her dead husband and her desire to save her country from foreign
rule. This Dido commits suicide only after she has fortified the city to withstand the
onslaught of the unwanted suitor.36It was this version of the story that was well known
in sixteenth-century England through Henry Parker's translation of Petrarch's Trionfi,
when representations of chaste queens were particularly useful for managing
Elizabeth's imagery.37
The binary opposition between the Virgilian and pre-Virgilian Dido is mitigated by
yet another, quite different Dido who plays an important role in most subsequent
versions: the abandoned Dido presented in Ovid's Epistlesthat had so inspired Nahum
Tate. Certainly some of the differences between the Virgilian and Ovidian Didos are a
result of generic differences between Virgil's epic poem and Ovid's collection of letters.
In the context of the other letters in Ovid's collection, Dido gains strength from her
compatriots. She is but one among the many abandoned women, who are all
necessary victims, as Lawrence Lipking describes, of the epic hero's destiny.38 By
focusing our attention on the heroines rather than the heroes, Ovid thus disregards,
even obliterates, the latters' accomplishments. As John Watkins observes, 'a more
intimate cyclical view of history as repeated instances of male treachery replaces
Virgil's portrayal of it as a linear progress from Troy to Actium. . . Ovid undermines
the official justification for Dido's abandonment. If Aeneas is a hero according to one
account, he is a traitor according to another.'39 Moreover, in Ovid's Epistles, Dido and
the other heroines assert their control over the rhetorical space. We are seduced by
their voices, mesmerized by their eloquence unmediated by male participation, and
are reminded of the inherent musical qualities of lament that would be so easily
exploited in opera. Indeed, Ovid himself makes this explicit by opening Dido's letter
with a reference to song and the dying swan, elegantly expressed in the contemporaneous translation edited by John Dryden to which Tate contributed:
So in unwonted Notes, when sure to die
The mournful Swan sings her own Elegy.40
36 Boccaccio, FamousWomen,166-80.
37
outof ItalianintoEnglish(London, 1555);
translated
Petrarcke,
of Fraunces
Henry Parker,Lord Morley, The Tryumphes
ed. D.D. Carnicelli (Cambridge, Mass., 1971). The difference between the two Didos is in the opening of 'The
excellent Tryumphe of Chastitie', sig. F. On the presentationof the chaste Dido in the Trionfi, see also Diane Purkiss,
'The Queen on Stage: Marlowe's Dido, Queenof Carthageand the Representationof Elizabeth I', in Burden (ed.), A
WomanScomrn
'd, 153.
38 Lawrence
Lipking, AbandonedWomenand PoeticTradition(Chicago, 1988).
39
John Watkins, TheSpecterof Dido:Spenserand VirgilianEpic(New Haven, 1995), 31.
40 Ovid's
Epistles, 207.
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But the most profound difference between Ovid's and Virgil's Dido can be seen in
the basic features of her character. Ovid's quibble with Virgil is not with the
anachronistic meeting between Dido and Aeneas or the queen's lack of chastity.
Instead, his portrayal seems designed to question the Augustan imperial agenda,
challenging Virgil's apparent lack of interest in the sentimental, ironic, and erotic
potential of Book IV of the Aeneid.4"As Kathryn McKinley has noted, a central part of
Ovid's unique style has to do with his exploration of the psychological depths of any
number of heroines: he 'feminizes' them by focusing on the 'inner, subjective, the
psychological'.42 Barbara Bono comments on the 'ironic and subversive' aspects of
Ovid, who, unlike Virgil, takes pleasure in the 'drive of Eros' that impels both men
and gods.43That is not to say that Virgil does not allow us to sympathize with Dido. St
Augustine famously reports his own tears on the death of Virgil's Dido (Confessions,
1.13), desiring and fearing her along with thousands of schoolboys. In the Heroides,
however, we hear the lament of Ovid's Dido not as the ravings of a half-deranged
woman, dabbling in the black arts, threatening to carve up Ascanius and serve him for
dinner. Rather, she is an erotic being who desires Aeneas's embraces and his return at
any cost; she seeks to protect rather than to destroy him or his family, and mourns for
their (imagined) unborn child-certainly a far more appropriate model for female
behaviour.44 Moreover, Dryden goes on to praise Ovid for creating 'modest' heroines
whose 'amorous Expressions go no further than virtue may allow. . . and. . . may be
read, as he [Ovid] intended them, by Matrons without a blush'.45 Oddly invested with
both eroticism and modesty, these anonymous Ovidian women bear only a passing
resemblance to Virgil's Dido. In this far less dangerous and volatile state, Ovid's Dido
is an enticing and appealing focus for our sympathy, and a more credible witness to
Aeneas's cruelty. Consider the final passage as translated by an unnamed writer in
Dryden's edition of the Epistles, as she pens the fateful letter-somewhat awkwardlywith Aeneas's sword resting on her lap:
Your sword before me, while I write, does lie,
And, by it, if I write in vain, I die.
Already stain'd with many a falling tear,
It shortly shall another colour wear.
You never could an apter present make,
'Twill soon, the Life you've made uneasie, take.
But this poor breast has felt your Wounds before,
Slain by your love, your steel has now no power.
In the moments before her suicide, her concern is thus not with vengeance, but rather
with her fate and how she might be remembered-as either the guilty wife of Sychaeus
or the lover of Aeneas:
41 Traditionally, comparisons between Ovid's and Virgil's Dido have usually worked to the disadvantageof the
former.See e.g. the discussionin Jacobsen, Ovid'sHeroides,57-84. Jacobsen is by no means the harshestcriticof Ovid's
Dido, but he nonetheless notes the following: 'Over and over Ovid modifies Virgil to achieve some rhetoricalplay,
often to outdo his predecessor, and almost each time shows himself to be inferior' (p. 84). Despite his critical
evaluation,virtuallyall Jacobsen's observationsemphasizethe profounddifferencesin their character.For example, he
observesthat Ovid's Dido is 'not capable of extreme anger and hatred'-but sees that as part of what makes her less
interesting and sympathetic than Virgil's Dido (p. 85). He also finds her logic superior and her arguments more
reasonable,and he comments on her heightened erotic tendencies.
42 KathrynL. McKinley, Readingthe OvidianHeroine:
Commentaries
1100-1618 (Leiden, 2001), p. xiii.
'Metamorphoses'
43 BarbaraJ. Bono, LiteraryTransvaluation:
FromVergilianEpicto Shakespearean
Tragicomedy
(Berkeley,1984), 41-2.
44 On Dido's
relinquishing of black magic and sorcery, see Robert C. Ketterer,'The Perils of Dido: Sorceryand
Melodramain Vergil'sAeneidIV and Purcell'sDidoandAeneas' in Melodrama:
Themesin Drama,14 (Cambridge,1992),
31-7.
45 Ovid'sEpistles,
preface, sig. A2.
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Dear Guilty Sister, do not you deny
The last kind Office to my Memory;
But do not on my Funeral Marbeljoyn
Much wrong'd Sicheus Sacred Name with mine.
'Of False Aeneas let the stone complain,
That Dido could not bear his fierce disdain,
But by his Sword, and her own hand was slain.'46
As Dido became the subject of catalogues, plays, commentaries, and finally operas
in the post-classical era, all these versions of the Carthaginian queen were available for
exploitation according to the dramatic or ideological needs of the author. Chaucer, for
example, had used elements of the sympathetic Ovidian Dido in the Legend of Good
Women.47In her final moments, he portrays her penning the famous letter, with a
satirically anachronistic reference to Ovid's Epistles:
But, as my author tells, these words she said
Before she took those steps that left her deadShe wrote a letter that began this way:
'Like the white swan', she wrote, 'which on the day
That it will die then first begins to sing,
I now to you begin my sorrowing.
Not that I hope to get you back again,
For while I know that it is all in vain,
Because the gods are contraryto me.
But since my name is lost through you', said she,
'I may well lose on you a word or letter,
Although I know that I will fare no better;
For that same wind that fills your vessel's sails
Has blown away your promise with its gales.'
He who would all this letter have in mind,
Read Ovid, and in him he shall it find.48
Most dramatic representations of Dido followed Virgil's narrative plan, although
they incorporated aspects of the other two Didos to a lesser or greater degree. Ovidian
influence was usually apparent in those versions that emphasized the erotic and softer
aspects of Dido's nature, and minimized or eliminated entirely her penchant for black
magic and sorcery. Authors made reference to the tale of the chaste Dido by
emphasizing her mourning for her husband or expanding the role of the suitor Iarbas,
whose desire for both Dido and Carthage precipitated disaster in both the Virgilian
and the pre-Virgilian versions. larbas plays a vital role in two sixteenth-century Dido
tragedies-one by the Italian humanist Lodovico Dolce and the other by Christopher
Marlowe.49 Dolce's 1547 Didone tragediaincorporates aspects of both the Virgilian and
pre-Virgilian Dido in a manner that was compatible with the Venetian humanist
agenda. Dido's failure to maintain her chastity and the subsequent fall of Carthage to
larbas' armies in the aftermath of Dido's death are a vivid warning about the dangers
of female rule, and, as in other Venetian treatments of the Aeneid, confirm Troy's
ancestral position in Venetian mythology.50 Marlowe's play follows the same basic
46 Ovid'sEpistles,208.
47 On Chaucer's Dido, see Watkins, TheSpecter
of Dido, 46-8.
8 Chaucer, TheLegendof GoodWomen,ed. McMillan, 11.1352-67.
49 On Marlowe's Dido, see Purkiss, 'The Queen on Stage'; on Dolce, see Ludovico Dolce, Didonetragedia
(Venice,
1547), and Wendy Heller, "'0 castita bugiarda":Cavalli'sDidoneand the Question of Chastity', in Burden (ed.), A
WomanScorn'd,169-225.
50 On Virgil in Venice, see Craig Kallendorf, VirgilandtheMythof Venice:BooksandReadersin theItalianRenaissance
(Oxford, 1999).
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outline, likewise conflating aspects of the various traditions; here the result of Dido's
loss of chastity, however, is even more chaotic. In the aftermath of Aeneas's departure,
Dido, Iarbas, and Anna all commit suicide. The Ovidian influence is apparent not
only in the plot but in the tone, which has consequences in the representation of both
Dido and Aeneas. Marlowe's version, for instance, tends to minimize the weight of
Aeneas's epic quest by undermining the seriousness of the drama with oddly comic or
erotic moments. For example, the old nurse indulges in erotic fantasies while holding
Cupid in her arms, and Marlowe includes a prologue involving both Ganymede and
Jove, with its sexually ambiguous implications in the context of an all-male cast.51
Here Ovid is emulated less in the actual characterization of Dido than in the
subversive manner in which eroticism is portrayed. Diane Purkiss describes this
phenomenon as follows:
What Marlowe takes from Ovid is not merely the liquid and voluptuous eroticism that
pervadesevery encounter in the play ... The shift from Virgil to Ovid marksa shift away from
profitablehumanism towards cynical Machiavellianismand erotic play. Marlowe refuses to
admire Virgil'spiusAeneas,the man with the humanist mission; his Aeneas is a plain boy who
embarrassedlyand uncomprehendinglyfollows the ardent Dido's erotic lead, and abandons
her just as sheepishly when instructedto do so by Mercury.Aeneas may eventuallyabandon
Dido, but for the durationof the affairhe is a man dominated not just by a woman but also by
an effeminizingpassion that distractshim from state affairs.52
In the first opera based on Virgil's Dido, La Didone (Venice, 1641), with a libretto by
Giovanni Francesco Busenello and music by Francesco Cavalli, all three versions of
Dido are conflated so that Sychaeus' chaste widow is transformed not only into
Aeneas's lover but also into an emblem of failed chastity and an object of mockery.53
Like Monteverdi and Rinuccini's Arianna (1608)-which had been seen in Venice in
revival the previous season-Didone offers little in the way of a curse to the departing
Trojan. Rather, in a recitative lament (with even fewer lyric tendencies than Arianna's
well-known plaint), Didone pleads for Enea's protection and seeks suicide for selfpunishment. In an affirmation of Venetian values and operatic convention, Didone
does not die lamenting, but rather falls into a faint, only to be aroused by the
persistent larba for a happy ending. Unlike Purcell's Dido, Cavalli's Didone has no
lament aria with ground bass. Instead, the pure expression of tragedy is given to the
Trojan women Hecuba and Cassandra during the sack of Troy in Act I. It is Hecuba,
widow of King Priam, known as the most miserable of women, whose invocation of
the underworld spirits and stoic acceptance of death at the hands of the Greeks is
depicted with an aria using nearly the same ground bass as Purcell's Dido (see Ex. 1).54
Subsequent English and French writers also considered the possible dramatic
permutations of the Dido tale. In 1637 Georges de Scudery published Didon, a tragic
play based quite closely upon Virgil's text. This was followed in 1642 by Fran9ois de
Boisrobert's play La VrayeDidon ou la Didone chaste,based entirely on Justinus' reports
on the chaste, pre-Virgilian Dido.55 One can imagine the differing views of Dido as a
topic of debate in the Parisian salons. In seventeenth-century England, as Andrew
Pinnock points out, several of Nahum Tate's colleagues were producing wonderfully
51 ChristopherMarlowe, Dido Queenof Carthage;
and, TheMassacreat Paris,ed. H.J. Oliver (London, 1968). On the
use of homoeroticismin Marlowe, see also Purkiss, 'The Queen on Stage', 163-4.
52
Purkiss, 'The Queen on Stage', 162.
53 Heller, '"0 castita
bugiarda"', 185-92.
54 Ibid. 180-5.
55 Modern editions of both
plays are included in Didona la scene,ed. ChristianDelmas (Toulouse, 1992).
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Ex. 1. Comparison of the ground basses in (a) Francesco Cavalli, La Didone(1641), Act I,
Scene vii: Hecuba: 'Tremulo spirito' (Venice, Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, It. IV. 355
(= 9879), fo. 31v)and (b)Purcell,DidoandAeneas,Act III, Scene ii, Dido's lament
(a)
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obscene parodies of the Aeneid.56Nor were all the treatments of Dido impervious to
infiltration by other mythic sources. The softening of Dido in the manner of Ovid is
also apparent in a source much closer to Tate and Purcell's opera Dido and Aeneasnamely Brutus of Alba, Nahum Tate's first play and first encounter with the Aeneid, a
sort of preview of the opera. Tate used the legend of Brutus and the queen of Syracuse
(who also dies of grief) to invent a pseudo-Dido tragedy with many of the familiar
features of the libretto set by Purcell.57 This is well-travelled ground in the Purcell
literature; yet for our purposes what is most striking here is the way in which Brutus of
Alba demonstrates the flexibility of the Aeneid, and its apparent compatibility with
other, similar myths. Moreover, this conflation was only possible within the context of
a shifting vision of Dido, one whose reaction to Aeneas's departure might be rewritten
by each generation.
III
In a 1994 article in Early Music, Curtis Price made the following retraction concerning
previously published hypotheses about the opera:
There is no indication that Dido itself was intended to be overtlyor covertlytopical, nor does
anyone seem to have construed it politically at the time .... Nevertheless, I would do my
penance for my earlier speculation and make the following radical proposal: that Tate's
libretto,despite his invention of the Sorceressand the false Mercuryand their possible allusion
to Roman Catholicism, had no specific political purpose because it is too closeto Virgil; it
56 Andrew Pinnock, 'Book IV in Plain Brown Wrappers:Translationsand Travestiesof Dido', in Burden (ed.), A
WomanScorn'd,249-71.
57 BrutusofAlba;on the relationshipbetweenTate's operaand the play, see Harris,HenryPurcell's
DidoandAeneas,
20-7.
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should be read as neither partisan nor even politicized because its language is too chastely
untopical; its plot and characterstoo faithful to the fourth book of the Aeneid.Until some
contemporaneous reaction to the contrary is discovered, the opera should be regarded as
simply the story of Dido and Aeneas at Carthage,and nothing more.58
Price suggests that we discard the various political-allegorical readings of the opera
owing to the relative universality of the language and the lack of convincing topical
allusions. Instead, the opera might be more simply understood as 'the story of Dido
and Aeneas'. On the surface, this appears to be a sensible position. The broad outline
of the story conforms to the expectation of an orthodox Virgilian: an unhappy Dido
(perhaps dismayed over the death of her husband) is reluctant to pursue her attraction
for Aeneas, but finally does so upon the urging of Belinda (a transformation of the
sister 'Anna'). The encounter between Dido and Aeneas-the eventual consummation
of the relationship-is
followed quickly by his departure, and Dido's deathpresumably of grief or by suicide-but without the details made explicit in Virgil's
account.
Yet, as we have seen above-and as Nahum Tate certainly knew-there is nothing
simple or monolithic about the Dido tale: this was a story-and a heroine-that was
known to Tate and to Purcell, as well as to English audiences, in a multiplicity of
versions.59The point here is not merely that Tate varies Virgil's narrative, but that he
does so in a manner that shares much with Ovid's own inversion of the Augustan epic.
For example, there is the exploration of Dido's erotic nature. In Virgil's epic, Dido is
unaffected until Cupid, disguised as Aeneas's son Ascanius, infects her with blinding
passion at the bidding of Venus. Tate's libretto, however, opens with the vision of
Dido's discomfiting desire (the 'torment not to be confess'd'), the true nature of which
is immediately apparent to Belinda and the courtiers. They may invoke Cupid's name
('Cupid only throws the dart / That's dreadful to a warrior's heart, / And she that
wounds can only cure the smart'), yet in this telescopic reversal of events, Cupid is
mentioned only in the aftermathof Dido's arousal. No longer an autonomous entity or
an extension of Venus' power, Cupid is merely a symbol of Dido's forbidden sexual
longings, a courtly code word for a familiar erotic game in which the others
enthusiastically urge the chaste widow to participate. Belinda makes this point still
clearer by tunefully urging Love to 'pursue thy conquest', presumably long after the
dart had found its mark. It is in the context of this Ovidian play with sensuality that
we can view the humorous and more sexually explicit moments of the opera. I refer to
the 'fair game and riche sport' noted by Andrew Pinnock in his study of the
contemporary travesties: Aeneas's infamous mention of the bending spear and the
bleeding monster's head, Dido's shudder, and the exquisitely timed thunderclap.60
Tate thus paints Dido's eroticism with an ironic distance that would no doubt have
been familiar to Ovid, who, as the author of The Art of Love, had gently chided Dido,
Medea, and Ariadne for being insufficiently knowledgeable about love.61
58

Curtis A. Price, 'DidoandAeneas:Questions of Style and Evidence', EarlyMusic,22 (1994), 22.
59 See also
Walkling'sdiscussion of Price's comment cited above ('Performanceand PoliticalAllegory', 175-6). He
finds Price 'too cautious', and adds 'the closeness of Tate's version of the Dido story to that found in the Aeneidis a
crucial part of what allowed Dido to function as political allegory. . . The overallcloseness of the story to Virgil makes
those changes all the more visible, and thereforeall the more importantin establishingan allegoricalmeaning' (p. 176).
I do not mean either to dispute or to supporttheories about the potential political significanceof the opera; rather,to
point out that knowledgeablemembers of the audience would also have understoodthese differencesin terms of the
other well-known sources about Dido, particularlyOvid and Petrarch.
60 Pinnock, 'Book IV in Plain Brown Wrappers'.Curtis Price has also noted some of the erotic elements in Dido's
presentation(HenryPurcelland theLondonStage,246).
61
Ovid, ArsAmatoria,3. 27-45.
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Even the Sorceress performs an Ovidian-style inversion of Virgil's narrative. Curtis
Price quite plausibly links the sorceress and the false Mercury to Catholicism; yet this
observation ignores the way in which this peculiar alteration completely subverts the
relationship between gender and power that was so fundamental to Virgil's epic.
Rather than using Jove's messenger (Mercury) to induce Aeneas to leave Carthage, it
is the Sorceress in Tate's version who, unaccountably, is Dido's 'bitter enemy',
determined to destroy Carthage and Dido's romance with Aeneas. As a sorceryinspired elf, the false Mercury is no longer an instrument of Jove's will, an extension of
patriarchal authority and Roman virtue, but rather an illusion conjured up by female
power. Thus, Aeneas's 'noble task' that so inspired Virgil and earned Augustus'
praise-the founding of that great empire-is likewise significantly diminished, as is
the virtue and heroic stature of Aeneas himself, much as in Marlowe's play. This point
is made explicit in Act III, when Aeneas, with little regard for the integrity of his
mission, twice offers to stay: 'In spite of Jove's command I'll stay', and 'Let Jove say
what he will, I'll stay'. By rejecting his offer, Dido reclaims her moral authority, to the
disadvantage of Aeneas.62 In terms of 'Roman Dignity', as Tate might have put it, this
Aeneas may not have been completely 'a booby'. Yet, as Ovid knew, what better way
to praise Dido and subvert the Augustan programme than to disparage the
to demonstrate Dido's
authenticity of Aeneas's presumably divine mission-and
greater courage?
It is at this point that the witches perform an invaluable service for Dido, 'siphoning
off' the black magic and cursing associated with Virgil's Dido, and leaving us with a
far better behaved heroine. As Roger Savage and Michael Burden have proposed, the
witches can certainly be viewed as Dido's alter ego, embodying her self-destructive
urges or the unconscionable part of female behaviour that Tate could not quite bring
himself to eliminate.63 But the fact that Dido herself is the primary victim of the
witches' vengeance disrupts the binary opposition between East and West-male and
female that was such an integral part of the Roman imperative.
Stripped of her Virgilian excesses, eroticized, and mildly parodied, Tate's Dido is
certainly closer to Ovid's heroine, yet it is in her final moments that Tate's restorative
efforts on behalf of his heroine-and the influence of Montaigne-are most evident.
We have already seen in A Presentfor the Ladies the ways in which Tate listened to and
sympathized with Ovid's heroines, praising Ariadne's ingenuity and even defending
the indefensible Medea, dismissing her penchant for witchcraft and infanticide as
mere feminine resourcefulness. Yet the transformation of Dido for this opera is equally
extraordinary. Despite the loss of her magic power, Ovid's Dido was nonetheless
desperate for Aeneas's return at any cost; and she would certainly have refrained from
committing suicide had Aeneas (most improbably) received her letter and turned sail
for Carthage.
Tate's Dido behaves in a far more dignified and heroic manner: refusing Aeneas's
ineffectual offer, she drifts seamlessly into a bloodless death with a consoling sense of
apotheosis. It is at this point that we find mere traces of our third Dido, a woman
well understood in England in the aftermath of Elizabeth's reign: the chaste preIt should be noted that at that the conclusion of Brutusof Alba, the queen is even more insistent that Aeneas
depart: 'Never was such a Spectacleof Woe! / Time's self must stand surpriz'dat our Distress,/ And stop his Course
to gaze on us as Wonders! / Rise Prince, for we must yield to Destiny, / Scatter'dand driv'nby an Head-sea of Fate; /
Again I swear, that Sun shall be my Last / That next beholds your Navy in the Bay, / Take a quick Leave, or you
resolve my Death' (p. 53).
63 Michael Burden, 'GreatMinds againstThemselvesConspire:Purcell'sDido as a ConspiracyTheorist', in Burden
(ed.), A WomanScorn'd,227-47; Roger Savage, 'ProducingDido and Aeneas', 455-6.
62
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Virgilian queen, who never met Aeneas, and who goes courageously to her death in
the name of her dead husband Sychaeus. Although we never hear her mention her
dead husband (as she does, notably, in Tate's Brutus of Alba),64I would suggest that
it is the ghost of the pious and continent widow Dido whose pleadings Tate designs
for Dido's final utterances. This is a woman who admits her wrongs, who asks not
for sorrow or sympathy, but forbearance, understanding, and-like her Ovidian
model-forgetfulness. By giving Dido the refrain 'Remember me, but Ah forget my
fate', Tate performs another elegant act of Ovidian reception: this is nothing less than
a recasting of Dido's concluding words in the contemporaneous treatment of Ovid's
Epistles cited above. There, Dido, concerned about her legacy, had asked Anna to omit
Sychaeus' name from her gravestone and replace it with the name Aeneas so that all
would know her crime. But the more virtuous operatic Dido asks Belinda and the
Carthaginians (and the listener) to forget her fate: the encounter with the insignificant
Trojan whose false mission could in no way compare with the nobility of a woman's
suicide for the sake of husband and country. Moreover, that Tate might have
associated the death of Dido with chaste widowhood is apparent in another of his
writings- The Characterof an Accomplish'dVirgin, Wife, and Widow, printed along with
the Presentfor the Ladies. In this touching poem about the widow's sorrow (in which
Dido is never mentioned), Tate borrows the image of the drooping wings and sighing
cupids that he had used in the final chorus of Dido and Aeneas:
From Hymen's Joys the Muse with drooping Wing
Descends (sad Change!) the Widow'd Bed to Sing.
What pitying Pow'r can teach her Grief the Art,
To charm and comfort a forsakenHeart....
By one dim Lamp the fabled Matron mourns,
Which sighing Cupids tend and dress by turns.65
In this portrayal of Dido, we find a representation of the same sort of virtue
exemplified by the three Roman women so praised by Michel de Montaigne and his
disciple Nahum Tate. Dido is not presented as the conventional abandoned womandesperate, pining, or hysterical. She recognizes her misdeeds, accepts death as her
punishment and fate, and faces her death as a model of neo-Stoic resolve, yearning for
the same sort of virtue achieved by Montaigne's remarkable women. Confessing her
crimes, absolved of sorcery, excessive desire, and even bloodshed, this Dido-unlike so
many of the other poorly behaved epic women-is redeemed through an elegant and
courageous suicide. One could scarcely ask for a more stunning model of female selfsacrifice and repentance, sanctified by the requisite pale complexion and ill health.
This vision of the widow Dido purified by suicide and repentance brings us at last to
consider Purcell's famous setting of the final lament. Tate's Ovidian Dido may long for
neo-Stoic virtue, but Purcell's Dido actually achievesit-by means of music.66 In the
64 When
urged to marry for the sake of her kingdom, the queen of Syracuse responds with the following: 'Their
prayersare impious and their zeal rebellion;/ But thou more impious to approvetheir witness. / Thou to seduce me to
a second Love, / Thou that are conscious to my midnight vows. / Of constancyto my departedLord, / Whose Genius
I with nightly worship meet, / Crown his dear Urn, and at his Tomb keep State, / Whilst hallow'd Nymphs
successivelyattend, / And through the Cell eternal Tapers shine' (p. 8).
65
Tate, Character
of an Accomplish'd
Virgin,Wife,and Widow(London, 1693), 14.
66 In a recent article,published while this essay was in production,Janet Schmalfeldt('In Searchof Dido', Journal
of
4 (2001), 584-615) reaches a similarconclusion. Afterreviewingmuch of the recent scholarshipon Purcell's
Musicology,
Dido and some of her literaryand musical ancestors (including Cavalli'sDidone),she uses a detailed analysis of the
lament to argue that Tate and Purcell ennoble their Dido, restoringto her the dignity with which she initiallyappears
in the Aeneid.Notably, Schmalfeldtconcludes that it is Purcell's Dido who 'comes closest to capturingthe depth and
complexityof Virgil'sQueen' (p. 614). I would suggest, however,that what strikesthe listeneris the utter simplicityof
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famous lament, Purcell recasts and redefines the standard emblematic techniques
that had been so exploited earlier in the century, in particular the ostinato bass built
on a descending tetrachord. Indeed, we can only marvel at the ways in which a
chromatic descending ground
seemingly conventional compositional device-the
bass-transforms our heroine in this critical moment. As in all such ostinato patterns,
the insistent repetitions indulge our desire for rhythmic and tonal regularity beyond
normal expectations. Composers usually encourage us to wait for the return to a tonal
centre and to speculate as to how that might be accomplished, planting the most
striking rhetorical gestures or dramatic events in the context of that question. The
ground bass pattern, however, precludes that possibility by suspending harmonic
development and any dramatic effects associated with modulation or changes in
harmonic rhythm. The listener need not wonder when the return to the tonal centre
might occur; instead he or she knows exactly how long to wait and precisely how it
will be accomplished. Stasis thus replaces development. Where the chaconne bass was
useful for dance music or to highlight the intricacy of variation technique, in drama
the impossibility of motion or change opens up an internal realm for the listener in
which sensation replaces external action, invoking a whole range of possible extramusical associations: desire, frustration, longing, obsession, or despair. Monteverdi,
for instance, had used the minor descending tetrachord to differentiate his lamenting
nymph from the psychologically complex Arianna, whose recitative complaint must
progress from despair to anger and finally repentance. In L'incoronazionedi Poppea,the
major descending tetrachord ostinato induced Nero to ecstasy in his duet with Lucan
(Act II, Scene vi) before lulling him into unending erotic bliss with Poppea in the final
scene of the opera.67Cavalli, on the other hand, seems to have exploited the unearthly
properties of ground basses. The minor tetrachord accompanies not the sorrow of the
abandoned Calisto but her ecstatic duet with Jove that announces her elevation to the
heavens (La Calisto, Act III, Scene vii).68As noted above, in La Didone it is Hecuba,
rather than Dido, whose struggle to rid her body of the spirits of sorrow and despair is
set over a G minor ground bass so like that of Purcell's Dido.
Purcell, too, seems to have accorded a special dramatic significance to this
fractured, chromatic version of the descending tetrachord, resolved at each repetition
by an unambiguously tonal and regular cadence. For Dido's final lament, he adds
more than a touch of the unexpected within the apparent regularity: the agonizing
half-step chromatic descent and the strong dominant arrival on bar 4 of the five-bar
pattern creates an unexpected accentual shift-a moment of imbalance-that divides
the ground asymmetrically and pushes abruptly towards the G minor cadence.69 The
bass pattern is not unlike Dido herself at this pivotal moment, vacillating between
sensuality and restraint, repentance and resolve, self-indulgence and submission.
Moreover, the shifting relationship between voice and ground also reminds us of
Dido's mutability. Like love in Tate's libretto, the voice part attempts to pursue its
Dido's noble stance at the end of the opera, ratherthan the complexity of the musical setting or the richness of the
literarytradition. In other words, complex music does not necessarilycreate complex characters.Instead, I propose
that Purcell's genius is manifest in his ability to use such an elaboratemusical design to representthe unambiguous
nobility, purity, and resolve of his heroine. Cavalli'sDidone, with her shifting moods and internalconflicts, expressed
primarilythrough recitativemonologue, is still far closer to Virgil's heroine both in terms of depth and complexity.
Nevertheless,we should not need to posit Tate's or Purcell's fidelity to Virgil in order to appreciatetheir heroine.
67 On Nero and Lucan, see Wendy Heller, 'Tacitus Incognito:Opera as History in L'incoronazione
di Poppea',7ournal
of theAmericanMusicological
Society,52 (1999), 39-96.
68 On the elevation scene in Cavalli'sLa Calisto,see Heller, Emblemsof Eloquence,
ch. 5.
69 Ellen Harris (Dido and Aeneas,118) notes Purcell's mastery over the 'complex relationshipbetween regular and
irregularmusical elements'.
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own course: rising diatonically, it tries to resist the downward chromatic pull of the
bass and ignore the regular rise and fall of the cadences. Sometimes the cadences seem
to speak for Dido, finishing her sentences and expressing the inexpressible with their
wordless persistence. But for the climactic second half of the aria-when Dido is at her
most Ovidian-they support and heighten the intensity of her passion, as in the last
climactic leap to the high g" ('remember me'). In the final moments of song, when
Dido finally allows her voice to cadence with the bass, her fate is sealed in this ultimate
act of submission. It is only after Dido's death and the unmediated chromaticism of
the postlude that her absolution is confirmed in the final chorus by the gentle beating
of the cupids' wings, now purged of the excessive chromaticism. Lament and chorus
thus provide a larger-scale realization of the chromatic-diatonic progression invoked
by the ground.
In this special dramatic moment, the ground with its alternation between chromaticism and diatonicism repeatedly enacts a purification ritual that matches Dido's desire
for absolution and transcendence expressed in Tate's libretto. Dido's bloodless, heroic
death is thus part of an everlasting process set into motion by her confession of sin and
desire for virtue, all of which distances her utterly from her Virgilian ancestor.
Purcell's Dido has been redeemed. In this context, her embrace of what Ellen Rosand
long ago dubbed the 'emblem of lament' can thus be understood as an expression of
Montaigne's notion of female self-sacrifice and redemption. This is the bridge between
the secular and sacred, making more probable the seemingly incongruous semiotic
link between the death of a pagan queen and the 'Crucifixus', the most solemn and
sorrowful moment in Bach's B minor Mass.70
Tate's Presentfor the Ladies, and his invocation of Ovid and Montaigne, thus helps us
to contextualize this particular telling of the story of Dido and Aeneas and to
understand why Purcell might have endowed this lament with such a hypnotic mix
of the earthly and the mystical. It does not, of course, help us to solve any of the
historical problems noted above. Those who still favour Josias Priest's school as the
birthplace of the opera may well wish to see Dido and Aeneas as an earlier gift for a
certain group of young ladies, one that would instil virtue; others, favouring the court
premiere, might prefer to regard Dido's sins as sufficient to make her an inappropriate
model for schoolgirls: if Tate had truly seen her as an appropriate model, why did he
not include her in his catalogue of worthy women? The answers to these questions
await further evidence. Nevertheless, these insights into the complexities of Dido's
non-Virgilian presentation in this opera are suggestive with regard to a point only
alluded to earlier: the canonic role of her lament in the teaching of music history.71
Dido's lament has been rightly admired for its inherent beauty and extraordinary
craftsmanship. We praise the mixture of discipline and disorder in the relationship
between the voice and the ground bass; we marvel at this elegant marriage of tonal
and pre-tonal compositional devices; we delight in the accessibility of an English
libretto; and, in particular, we take solace in Dido's dignified expression of pathos and
70

Ellen Rosand, 'The Descending Tetrachord:An Emblem of Lament', MusicalQuarterly,
65 (1979), 346-59.
For a small samplingof the many textbooksand anthologiesthat use Dido's lament, see Joseph Kermanand Gary
Tomlinson, Listen(4th edn., New York, 2000);Craig Wright,Listeningto Music(St. Paul and New York, 1992);Joseph
Machlis and KristineForney, TheEnjoyment
Music
of Music,8th edn. (New York, 1999);Jeremy Yudkin, Understanding
(2nd edn., Upper Saddle River, NJ, 1999), 126; CharlesBurkhart,Anthology
for MusicalAnalysis(4th edn., Fort Worth,
Tex., 1986); Music ScoresOmnibus,Part I: EarliestMusic throughBeethoven,ed. William Starr and George Devine
(Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1964);Leonard Ratner, Music:TheListener'sArt (New York, 1966). Ratner makes explicit the
connection discussed by Rosand ('Emblem of Lament'): 'like the Crucifixusof the B-minor mass, it reveals its basic
affectivequality in the descending chromaticline of an ostinato bass, above which the perishing Dido sings a melodic
line burdened by dissonances and particularlyexpressiveintervals'(p. 184).
71
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self-sacrifice that so easily transcends the gap between early modern and modern
sensibilities. Purcell's Dido is the perfect pedagogical tool, and an opera heroine suited
to all ages.
Ironically, it is in this regard-rather than elements of plot or character-that Dido
and Aeneas most resembles Virgil's Aeneid. Since the time of Augustus, generations of
schoolboys have been raised on the Aeneid, learning about male virtue from Aeneas's
defeats and triumphs and celebrating their own patriotic sentiments in the birth of
Rome. From Dido and Book IV of the Aeneid, on the other hand, they learnt both to
desire and to distrust women, to beware of their mutability and their underworld
spells-to mourn women's passing only from a safe distance. In our classrooms, Tate
and Purcell's Dido plays the same role as Virgil's Aeneas: she provides an
unforgettable-but very different-model of female virtue and eloquence. Among
the literally hundreds of vengeful, erotic, lamenting Baroque opera heroines, it is the
repentant Dido-whose sublime musical portrayal canonizes female self-sacrifice in
the image of Montaigne's 'good women'-whom we present year after year to students
of music history. It hardly matters whether or not Dido and Aeneaswas first premiered
at court or at Josias Priest's school-or even that Tate omitted Dido from his
chivalrous defence of the female sex. It is this idealized and stoic model of purity
and self-sacrifice-this 'present for the ladies'-that we pass as a sacred trust from
generation to generation.

ABSTRACT
The influence of Ovid and Montaigne on the creation of Purcell's Dido and Aeneas is
reconsidered in the context of A Presentfor the Ladies, a 'historical vindication of the
female sex' by the librettist Nahum Tate (1692), and its literary sources. I propose that
Tate's Dido can be understood as an elaborate defence of his heroine, one that is
indebted far more to Ovid than to Virgil, endowing the heroine with the neo-Stoic
virtue and resolve associated with the pre-Virgilian version of the Dido legend.
Purcell's setting of the lament emphasizes still further the purification and redemption
of Dido, and may help to explain why Dido's lament (much like Virgil's Aeneid) has
been taught to generations of music students.
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